Scientific meeting

RECENT ADVANCES IN PERINATAL MEDICINE

Tirana, 27 May 2016

09:00-11:00 SESSION 1

Moderators: Frank Chervenak (USA), Ritsuko K. Pooh (Japan), Ivica Zalud (USA)

1. Erich Saling (Germany): Some future aspects within Perinatal Medicine considered by a senior fellow
2. Asim Kurjak (Croatia): Are we ready to investigate cognitive function of fetal brain. The role of advanced 4D sonography
3. Frank Chervenak (USA): The perils of miscommunication: The beginnings of informed consent
4. Badreldeen Ahmed (Qatar): Role of ultrasound in the management of diabetic pregnancy
5. Aliyu Labaran Dayyabu (Nigeria): Caesarean section an epidemic of our time; Strategies to reverse the trend
6. Aris Antsaklis (Greece): Maternal and perinatal mortality in the 21st century
7. Apostolos Athanasiadis (Greece): Screening for chromosomal abnormalities in prenatal diagnosis. Up to date.
8. Rodrigo Ayala (Mexico): Hypothyroidism in 1st trimester and gestational trophoblastic disease
11:00-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-13:00 SESSION 2
Moderators: Serge Uzan (France), Zoltan Papp (Hungary), Birgit Arabin (Netherlands/Germany)

9. Chiara Benedetto (Italy): Pregnancy after breast cancer
10. Vincenzo D’Addario (Italy): Mild ventriculomegaly: still a challenging problem
11. Tao Duan (China): How should NIPT be integrated into Down's screening program?
12. Joachim Dudenhanssen (Germany): Epidemiology and prevention of fetal death and stillbirth
13. Alexander Makatsariya (Russia): Thrombotic microangiopathy and thrombophilia in the genesis of severe preeclampsia
14. Eberhard Merz (Germany), Sonila Pashaj (Albania): Significance of 3D ultrasound in the assessment of fetal brain development

13:00-14:00 LUNCH BREAK

14:00-16:15 SESSION 3
Moderators: Apostolos Papageorgiou (Canada), Vincenzo D’Addario (Italy), Radu Vladareanu (Romania)

15. Giovanni Monni (Italy): Clinical and social issues of NIPT
16. Ritsuko K. Pooh (Japan): Recent advances of 3D ultrasound, silhouette ultrasound and sonoangiogram in fetal neurology
17. Renato Sa (Brazil): Brazilian experience in antenatal correction of myelomeningocele by fetoscopy
18. Joseph Schenker (Israel): Assisted reproduction and preterm birth
19. Cihat Sen (Turkey): Fetal DNA screening: Where are we now?
20. Serge Uzan (France): Neonatal and pediatric outcome after a cancer treated during pregnancy
22. Ivica Zalud (USA): The pendulum swings: When to delivery IUGR baby?
23. Bernat Serra (Spain): Which tocolytic should be used
16:30-18:00 SESSION 4 – NEONATOLOGY

Moderators: Ola Saugstad (Norway), Marina Degtyareva (Russia), Ana Bianchi (Uruguay)

1. Marina Degtyareva (Russia): Maternal-fetal immune interactions and neonatal immune response: immaturity or wisdom of nature
2. Javier Mancilla (Mexico): Complement activation in both normal and complicated pregnancies
3. Apostolos Papageorgiou (Canada): Cesarean section: Neonatal and postnatal impact
4. Ola Saugstad (Norway): Oxygen therapy of the newborn
5. Milan Stanojevic (Croatia): Early morbidity after term delivery: how should we respond?
6. Dharmapuri Vidyasagar (USA): Prevention of ROP and associated blindness: Need for a perinatal approach